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In the coming months Mozilla will launch support for an open ecosystem of extensions
on Firefox for Android on addons.mozilla.org (AMO). We’ll announce a definite launch
date in early September, but it’s safe to expect a roll-out before the year’s end. Here’s
everything developers need to know to get their Firefox desktop extensions ready for
Android usage and discoverability on AMO…

For the past few years Firefox for Android officially supported a small subset of
extensions while we focused our efforts on strengthening core Firefox for Android
functionality and understanding the unique needs of mobile browser users. Today,
Mozilla has built the infrastructure necessary to support an open extension ecosystem
on Firefox for Android. We anticipate considerable user demand for more extensions
on Firefox for Android, so why not start optimizing your desktop extension for mobile-
use right away?

“There is so much creative potential to unlock within the mobile
browser space. Mozilla wants to provide developers with the best
support we can so they’re equipped and empowered to build modern
mobile WebExtensions.” — Giorgio Natili, Firefox Director of
Engineering

https://blog.mozilla.org/addons/
https://www.mozilla.org/
https://blog.mozilla.org/addons/author/sdevaneymozilla-com/
https://blog.mozilla.org/addons/2023/08/
https://blog.mozilla.org/addons/2023/
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To support our ecosystem of extension developers, we will create additional guides,
resources and host community events to support your transition to a managed multi-
process environment like Android.

We recently introduced support for multi-process in Firefox for Android Nightly. This
means extensions are no longer hosted in the main process as Firefox’s user interface.
This is a key consideration since Android is prone to shutting down resource-intensive
processes, such as extensions. To mitigate the risk of unexpected extension
termination, we’ve introduced event page architecture to be non-persistent and more
resilient to process termination. Thus we strongly encourage developers to transition
from persistent backgrounds to non-persistent Event pages to improve their
extension’s stability. In summary, this means:

Update your manifest.json background key and add “persistent”: false.
Ensure listeners are registered synchronously at the top-level.
Record global state in the storage API, for example storage.session.
Change timers to alarms.
Switch from using extension.getBackgroundPage for calling a function from the
background page, to extension messaging or runtime.getBackgroundPage.

Once you’re ready to test the mobile version of your extension, create a collection on
AMO and test it on Firefox for Android Nightly. If you’d prefer to polish your extension
before publishing it on AMO, you can also debug and run the extension with web-ext.

This is an exciting time for developers seeking to expand the reach of their desktop
extensions into the mobile Android space. For community support and input, you’re
welcome to join the conversation on Firefox Add-ons Discourse.

https://www.mozilla.org/
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions/Background_scripts#convert_to_non-persistent
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions/API/extension/getBackgroundPage
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Mozilla/Add-ons/WebExtensions/API/runtime/getBackgroundPage
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/how-use-collections-addonsmozillaorg?utm_source=blog.mozilla.org&utm_medium=post&utm_content=expanded-extension-support-in-firefox-for-android-nightly#
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.mozilla.fenix
https://extensionworkshop.com/documentation/develop/developing-extensions-for-firefox-for-android/#install-and-run-your-extension-in-firefox-for-android
https://discourse.mozilla.org/c/add-ons/35
https://blog.mozilla.org/addons/category/developers/
https://blog.mozilla.org/addons/category/mobile/
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